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®

Tank Monitor Installation Instructions

Indoor WiFi Model
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The iLevel Monitor

The iLevel monitor consists of the electronic module, a
bracket to support the module against the oat cylinder,
and a magnet assembly that replaces the oat indicator on
you gauge. See the diagram for identifying the various parts.
The monitor components:
1. The iLevel module.
2. The magnet assembly.
3. The bracket, sized for your oat cylinder.
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Tank Installation

Record the oil level in here.(1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8 or FULL) Float Reading:
Remove your current gauge cylinder by unscrewing it.

Remove the level indicator from the oat rod and replace
it with the POEM Technology magnetic indicator. NOTE:
The magnet will need to face the iLevel hardware.
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Tank

2 Tank Installation

Screw your gauge cylinder back onto the tank.

Place the iLevel into the cylinder bracket until it stops.

Make sure the logo faces away from the magnet assembly . Now assemble the iLevel with the bracket onto the
cylinder by pushing it down onto the cylinder. The bottom
of the iLevel should be at the EMPTY mark.

DONE! Proceed to the network setup.
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3 Network Setup
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Network Setup

Apply power to the iLevel.

Using a wireless device,

open the network settings and wait until the iLevelNet
access point connection appears. If it does not appear
within a minute, press the Setup button and try again
until it appears.

Select the iLevelNet ssid and enter the password
password.

Point a browser to http://setup.com.

You will lose internet connectivity on your device for
a short while in the next few steps as setup scans for
your local network.

Select your network from the list of networks that
appears in the scan.

Enter your password to connect to your network.
The apple network shown is just for example and is not
a real network.

3 Network Setup

The iLevel will now verify your password and join
the network. The conguration settings will be saved
to allow the iLevel to reconnect to the network automatically on powering up.

How to Access Your Tank Data
Navigate to www.poemtechnology.com and select login at
the top right of the screen. Once you set up your account,
you can view real time tank levels as well as a graphical chart
display. If your readback does not agree with the measurement you recorded in Step 2 of the Installation Instructions,
you may adjust the position of the iLevel. New readbacks
occur approximately every ve minutes.
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